Recap of current state

- Last presented @ IETF104
- YANG model for this feature was added when the document was adopted
- YANG Doctor review required a change in the main BFD YANG model (in RFC Editor queue)
- Status was changed from Informational to Standards Track (because of YANG model)
- WGLC was issued August 2020
Main comments made during WGLC

- How does this feature on unnumbered interfaces? Procedures such as subnet check (section 5.1) and use of source address for lookup (section 2) will prevent this feature from working on unnumbered interfaces (Raj). Authors need to address this.
- Whether the YANG should be in the same document as the feature? Consensus seems to be to keep the YANG there.
- Should this draft be informational? No consensus here and (seemingly) no IETF rules as to whether having YANG requires the doc to be “standards track”. Need AD help to close.
- Also got various comments from Greg (mostly clarifications). These comments need to be addressed.
Next steps

- Address the comments from the BFD WG